
MUS 500 – Hearing and Analysis
Yale School of Music, Spring 2012

Hendrie Hall 302
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday: 9:00-10:15 am

Colleen Thorburn, instructor colleen.thorburn@yale.edu

Igor Pikayzen, teaching assistant igor.pikayzen@yale.edu

Office: Hendrie 107C
Office hours immediately following class and by appointment

Goal

To become a professional artist who is flexible and resourceful, who through conscientious and efficient 
study, analysis, and rehearsal of musical works is able to respond to any live performance or teaching 
situation in an innately musical manner.

Description

Students will develop musicianship appropriate to the level of a professional performer including 
harmonic analysis, piano proficiency, improvisation and embellishment skill, and sight-singing, as well as 
simple transcription, arranging, and composition skills. There is a special emphasis on analysis through 
intensive listening, and the development of this skill involves continuous dictation and sight-singing 
activities. The course commences with dictation and analysis of irregular secondary harmonies and 
altered chords, and assumes previous mastery of primary tonal harmony. 

Please also see Hearing Department Procedures and Class Policies made a part of this syllabus.

Materials and texts

Bring manuscript paper every session, and your primary instrument when requested. Musical scores and 
any other necessary materials will be distributed in class. There is no textbook.

Online resources

The class will use various tools available on the Yale classes server, including completion of some 
assignments and quizzes. The recorded music and many scores used in class are available as a Resource at 
https://classesv2.yale.edu. Students must be able to access the class site in order to participate in online 
activities.

Attendance and assignments

Attendance at every class session is mandatory and critical to the success of the entire class. Quizzes and 
exams cannot be taken at a later date. Please email the instructor regarding any absence. Any unexcused 
absence, or more than three absences, will lower your grade.

A written assignment is due for most class sessions with larger projects due less frequently. Assignments 
in the beginning of the semester are subject to revision until the student reaches 100% accuracy (much 
like practicing). Late completion of any assignment will only be allowed if it does not impact the group.

https://classesv2.yale.edu/


Grading based on projects and examinations

* Final exam (April 27) and mid-term exam (February 29) are double weighted.
* Small-scale assignments, homework, transcriptions, performances, and quizzes.
* Composition project – eight measures SATB setting of a given text.
* Piano proficiency – exercises 1-6 in eight major and eight minor keys.
* Large-scale analysis project.

Semester grade scale – cumulative score (your scores can be viewed at any time during the semester):

A  = 93% and above B+ = 88--89.9% C+ = 78—79.9% F   = 69.9% and below
A- = 90--92.9% B   = 83--87.9% C   = 73—77.9%

B-  = 80--82.9% C- = 70--72.9%

Outline of musical skills covered

Students will work to attain proficiency in the following areas:

I. Dictation without score
a. overall form
b. phrase structure
c. harmonic progressions and cadences
d. melody and bass line; four-part chorale
e. significant compositional techniques and expressive elements
tonality and harmonic color (including secondary dominants, VI+, and N6)

II. Analysis with score
a. overall form
b. phrase structure
c. harmonic progressions
d. facility with clefs and transpositions on an orchestral score
e. key areas and tonal organization on small, medium, and large scales
f. compositional techniques (development and contrapuntal)
g. historical styles, parody, quotation

III. Musicianship
a. sing harmonic progressions in a melodic manner
b. play and transpose harmonic progressions on the piano
c. improvise a melodic line or embellish lines in a tonal manner
d. create a brief tonal composition within a given framework
e. transcribe or reduce excerpts within a given framework


